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Abstract

Horizontal gravity wave (GW) refraction was observed around the Andes and Drake Pas- sage during the SouthTRAC campaign.
GWs interact with the background wind through refraction and dissipation. This interaction helps to drive mid-atmospheric
circulations and slows down the polar vortex by taking GW momentum flux from one location to an- other. The SouthTRAC
campaign was composed to gain improved understanding of the propagation and dissipation of GWs. This study uses obser-
vational data from this cam- paign collected by the German research aircraft on 12 September 2019. During the cam- paign
a minor sudden stratospheric warming in the Southern Hemisphere occurred, which heavily influenced GW propagation and
refraction and thus also the location and amount of GW momentum flux deposition. Observations include, amongst others,
measurements from below the aircraft by GLORIA (Gimballed Limb Observer for Radiance Imaging of the Atmosphere), and
above the aircraft by ALIMA (Airborne Lidar for the Middle Atmosphere). Refraction is identified in two different GW packets
as low as [?]4 km and as high as 58 km. One GW packet of orographic origin and one of non-orographic ori- gin is used to
investigate refraction. Observations are supplemented by the Gravity-wave Regional Or Global Ray Tracer (GROGRAT), a
simplified mountain wave model, ERA5 data and high-resolution (3 km) WRF data. Contrary to some previous studies we find
that refraction makes a noteworthy contribution in the amount and the location of GW momentum flux deposition. This case
study highlights the importance of refraction and provides compelling arguments that models should account for this.
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Abstract18

Horizontal gravity wave (GW) refraction was observed around the Andes and Drake Pas-19

sage during the SouthTRAC campaign. GWs interact with the background wind through20

refraction and dissipation. This interaction helps to drive mid-atmospheric circulations21

and slows down the polar vortex by taking GW momentum flux from one location to an-22

other. The SouthTRAC campaign was composed to gain improved understanding of the23

propagation and dissipation of GWs. This study uses observational data from this cam-24

paign collected by the German research aircraft on 12 September 2019. During the cam-25

paign a minor sudden stratospheric warming in the Southern Hemisphere occurred, which26

heavily influenced GW propagation and refraction and thus also the location and amount27

of GW momentum flux deposition. Observations include, amongst others, measurements28

from below the aircraft by GLORIA (Gimballed Limb Observer for Radiance Imaging29

of the Atmosphere), and above the aircraft by ALIMA (Airborne Lidar for the Middle30

Atmosphere). Refraction is identified in two different GW packets as low as ≈4 km and31

as high as 58 km. One GW packet of orographic origin and one of non-orographic ori-32

gin is used to investigate refraction. Observations are supplemented by the Gravity-wave33

Regional Or Global Ray Tracer (GROGRAT), a simplified mountain wave model, ERA534

data and high-resolution (3 km) WRF data. Contrary to some previous studies we find35

that refraction makes a noteworthy contribution in the amount and the location of GW36

momentum flux deposition. This case study highlights the importance of refraction and37

provides compelling arguments that models should account for this.38

1 Introduction39

Gravity wave (GW) momentum flux (GWMF) and its distribution recently became40

a subject of debate (e.g. McLandress et al., 2012; Geller et al., 2013; Ern et al., 2017;41

Garcia et al., 2017; Plougonven et al., 2020; Hindley et al., 2020). At formation, the GW42

takes energy from the mean flow and obtains a GWMF, which, changes with wave dis-43

sipation (Plougonven et al., 2020) and refraction (Hasha et al., 2008). Refraction in the44

horizontal is the process whereby a GW phase front changes in orientation. Such changes45

in orientation are linked with changes in the wavelength in the x- and y-direction (Durran,46

2009), which has been shown to have important implications for GW propagation (e.g47

Sato et al., 2009; Ehard et al., 2017). A literature survey shows a very small amount of48

papers on GW refraction compared to GW dissipation and GW breaking. This indicates49

that a large portion of the academic effort does not include refraction. This article uses50

high-resolution observational data from lower troposphere to lower mesosphere to quan-51

tify refraction and show the importance there-of for wave-mean flow interaction.52

Gravity waves exist throughout the atmosphere, throughout time and virtually on53

all scales (Fritts & Alexander, 2003). The larger part of the GW spectrum (>50 km) helps54

drive stratospheric and mesospheric circulations (Holton, 2004). The slow down of the55

stratospheric polar vortex is also affected by GWs (Fritts & Alexander, 2003, and ref-56

erences there-in). These two processes affect surface weather over timescales from a few57

weeks to years (e.g. Kidston et al., 2015; Polichtchouk et al., 2018; Lim et al., 2019). These58

GWs affect the mean flow by taking momentum flux from one location to deposit at an-59

other (McLandress, 1998; Alexander et al., 2010).60

Models heavily rely on parameterisation schemes to achieve a meaningful GWMF.61

A GW with a long horizontal wavelength can propagate large horizontal distances from62

its source (Krisch et al., 2017; Geldenhuys et al., 2021). Modelling this requires complex63

physics and processes to represent the GW drag amount and location (Plougonven et64

al., 2020). However, models need to simplify this due to computational constraints and65

confine all non-resolved GWs to their source column parameterisation schemes. The sin-66

gle column simplification is likely one of the causes for the disagreement between model67

results and observations.68
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The disagreement between observations and models has created a debate amongst69

the scientific community (e.g. McLandress et al., 2012; de la Camara et al., 2016; Gar-70

cia et al., 2017). McLandress et al. (2012) compared model to reanalysis data and found71

a large amount of GWMF missing at 60°S. This is a direct result of the limitation im-72

posed in the models on the horizontal propagation of GWs. This triggered a number of73

studies; some reviewed parameterisation schemes (e.g. Plougonven et al., 2020; Gelden-74

huys, 2022), some increased drag from other known sources (e.g. Richter et al., 2010; Gar-75

cia et al., 2017; Polichtchouk et al., 2018), some studies mention islands might be the76

source (e.g. McLandress et al., 2012), some looked at new sources (e.g. Geldenhuys et77

al., 2021; Doernbrack et al., 2021) and others used GW intermittency to show increased78

drag (e.g. de la Camara et al., 2014, 2016). The large number of different studies to solve79

one problem points to the community being uncertain what the solution is or that there80

are a number of improvements required to our model parameterisation schemes or in our81

understanding.82

Model reliance on parameterisation schemes is reduced with increases in spatial res-83

olution, but for the immediate future we will still need parameterisation schemes. One84

of the widely used reanalysis datasets (ERA5 — European Centre for Medium-Range85

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis 5th Generation) deposits more than double86

the parameterised GW drag compared to resolved GW drag during vortex breakdown87

(Gupta et al., 2021). Most climate models have resolutions one order of magnitude less88

than ERA5 data (which has a grid spacing of 0.3°), thus we can expect a greater amount89

of parameterised GW drag in them. Recently IFS (the underlying model of ERA5) dou-90

bled their vertical resolution and still the model required a GW parameterisation scheme91

(Lang et al., 2021). This shows how much we rely on parameterisation schemes. Ded-92

icated studies (e.g. Plougonven et al., 2020; Geldenhuys, 2022) and the large effort by93

the modelling community (e.g. Sandu et al., 2016; Polichtchouk et al., 2018; Kim et al.,94

2021; Boeloeni et al., 2021) show that parameterisations are still important even though95

computational developments allow to resolve larger parts of the GW spectrum.96

Recently Plougonven et al. (2020) stated that improved knowledge and develop-97

ments in models are required for processes like GW breaking and lateral propagation.98

Our study suggests that refraction should be added to this list. A GW packet propagates99

roughly along its phase fronts (Holton, 2004), this implies the orientation and therefore100

the refraction of the phase fronts are important (Krisch et al., 2017). Additionally, re-101

fraction is known to increase or decrease the GWMF of a GW packet (Chen et al., 2005;102

Hasha et al., 2008), which is another factor not incorporated into the single column model103

approach. This poses the curious question of why the community is not spending more104

effort on refraction. One reason can be that Hasha et al. (2008) concluded that GWMF105

from mid-frequency waves changes due to refraction and horizontal propagation is neg-106

ligible. However, they explicitly stated that a large shortcoming of their study was that107

they ignored non-orographic GWs and used a low model resolution (T47, or about 2.5°)108

compared to today’s standard. The study by Hasha et al. (2008) was criticised by a com-109

mentary (Durran, 2009), who referenced an earlier study of Chen et al. (2005) saying that110

refraction of high-frequency GWs greatly impact the GWMF on a case-by-case basis. Dunkerton111

(1984) showed that stationary GWs are refracted and focused into the polar night jet112

by meridional shear. A high-resolution modelling study by (Sato et al., 2012) showed GWs113

propagate meridionally towards the 60°S polar vortex — stronger wind regions. Several114

other studies (e.g. Preusse et al., 2002, 2009; Sato et al., 2009; Ehard et al., 2017) looked115

at refraction or the focusing of GWs into the jet. Sato et al. (2009) state that ”reality116

must be confirmed” by high-resolution observations. Although Ehard et al. (2017) is an117

observational study which mentions refraction, no observations of refraction was possi-118

ble with their single stationary lidar. Observations are required for improved understand-119

ing of refraction and to constrain the GWMF in models, with this in mind the South-120

TRAC campaign was planned.121
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SouthTRAC was an observational campaign, which aimed at answering some of122

the above mentioned shortcomings. The campaign was carried out in September and Novem-123

ber 2019 and was based at the world’s GW hotspot, the Southern Andes (Rapp et al.,124

2021). Rio Grande in Argentina acted as a base, from where 7 flights dedicated to GWs125

were performed. For more information on the campaign we refer to Rapp et al. (2021).126

The flight discussed here was the first local science flight of the campaign and provided127

some of the last deep propagating GWs of this year’s winter season (see Sect. 3.1 for rea-128

sons). High-resolution observations of orographic and non-orographic GWs are used to129

detect refraction from the troposphere to the mesosphere. The observations are combined130

with model data to reveal what caused the refraction. The consequences of refraction131

are demonstrated by multiple raytracing experiments and calculating the GWMF along132

the ray path.133

Section 2 describes the observational data, model data and tools employed during134

analysis. Section 3 starts with a synoptic overview followed by a discussion of the GW135

observations and their sources. Section 4 deals with the causes and consequence of re-136

fraction. The final section summarises the results and highlights the importance of re-137

fraction.138

2 Data and Methods139

2.1 Observational Data140

Observational data for this case study include data from the GLORIA and ALIMA141

instruments both situated onboard the HALO (German High Altitude Long Range) re-142

search aircraft. GLORIA (Gimballed Limb Observer for Radiance Imaging of the At-143

mosphere) can observe 3D volumes below flight altitude while ALIMA (Airborne Lidar144

for the Middle Atmosphere) measures vertical profiles of temperature above the aircraft.145

2.1.1 GLORIA instrument and retrieval description146

GLORIA is an infrared spectrometer that measures spectra between 780 to 1400 cm−1
147

(Friedl-Vallon et al., 2014; Riese et al., 2014). The instrument contains a Michelson in-148

terferometer and a 2D infrared detector array. In the setup during SouthTRAC, 48 × 128149

pixels (horizontal × vertical) of the detector array were used for limb sampling. Dur-150

ing each interferometer sweep, each pixel records a full interferogram. The interferograms151

are transformed to spectra, and the spectra within pixel rows are binned. The tangent152

point1 generally corresponds to the maximum signal, since the weighting function of the153

radiation transport has a maximum here in the optically thin case. This is a consequence154

of the spherical measurement geometry and the exponentially decreasing atmospheric155

density with altitude. The tangent point generally is seen as a region of trust in our to-156

mographic retrievals.157

GLORIA (Friedl-Vallon et al., 2014; Riese et al., 2014) is located in the belly pod158

of HALO and looks to the right with regard to flight direction. The field of view extends159

4.1° in the vertical and the gimbal frame allows the instrument to pan from right-backwards160

(135° to aircraft heading) to right-forwards (45°). The vertical field of view allows a view-161

ing depth from ≈5 km to just above flight altitude. Below ≈5 km the atmosphere becomes162

too optically thick for infrared limb viewing measurements as the signal becomes sat-163

urated by spectral signatures of tropospheric trace gases, clouds and aerosols. The mea-164

sured radiance spectra can be analysed for signals of CO2, O3, H2O, NH3, ClONO2, HNO3165

and PAN — Peroxyacetyl nitrate, among others.166

1 The tangent point is the point closest to the surface of the earth where the density is the highest.
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In this article we use emission lines of the CO2 band at 936.8 – 938.6, 939.2 – 941.0167

and 942.2 – 944.2 cm−1 to retrieve temperature. The forward model for the retrieval used168

a spectral resolution (of 0.2 cm−1) similar to the GLORIA spectral sampling. The data169

presented in this article was obtained by panning the instrument from 49° to 129° in 11170

steps of 8°.171

The GLORIA data was processed into a 1-D retrieval and a 3-D dataset. A 1-D172

retrieval consists of a temperature signal that was averaged over each row of detector173

array for each respective line-of-sight. This produces 11 different 1-D retrievals from each174

of the azimuth angles. The GW perturbation was extracted from the 1-D retrieval by175

subtracting a smoothed ECMWF temperature, which is also the a priori of the retrieval.176

To obtain a 3-D dataset, tomography is required. Two types of tomography exist, full-177

angle and limited-angle tomography. Full-angle tomography can take place where the178

airmass is observed from all sides by a circular flight path (e.g. Krisch et al., 2017; Krasauskas179

et al., 2021). Limited-angle tomography is obtained from straight flight legs (e.g. Krisch180

et al., 2018; Geldenhuys et al., 2021). The panning ability allows GLORIA to observe181

a single airmass from different angles. This allows us to reproduce a 3-D atmosphere (for182

details on this please refer to e.g. Ungermann et al. (2011); Kaufmann et al. (2015); Krisch183

et al. (2018); Krasauskas et al. (2019)). The data was processed using the GloriPy (Kleinert184

et al., 2014) and JURASSIC2 (Juelich Rapid Spectral Simulation Code version 2; Ungermann185

et al. (2010)) software packages. Similar to Geldenhuys et al. (2021) and Krasauskas et186

al. (2021) the retrieval used the Laplacian regularisation with a Delaunay triangulation-187

based, irregular grid-capable discretisation. The GW perturbation was extracted from188

the 3-D retrieval by subtracting a smoothed retrieval. The smoothed retrieval was cre-189

ated by applying a third order polynomial smoothing in the x- and y-directions with 51190

point smoothing and a fourth order polynomial in the z-direction with 11 point smooth-191

ing.192

2.1.2 ALIMA - Airborne Lidar for the Middle Atmosphere193

ALIMA measures the atmospheric density profile from which temperature is cal-194

culated (Rapp et al., 2021). ALIMA is an iron resonance and Rayleigh lidar, however,195

during the SouthTRAC campaign, only the Rayleigh lidar was installed. Within the HALO196

body there is an optical window, which allows ALIMA to look upwards. Under ideal con-197

ditions ALIMA measures from 2 km above flight altitude up to 80 km by Rayleigh scat-198

tering.199

Measuring up to 80 km requires a strong initial pulse and multiple fine-tuned de-200

tectors. ALIMA provides an initial pulse at 532 nm and receives backscatter by a tele-201

scope 48 cm in diameter (Rapp et al., 2021). The detected backscatter has a large dy-202

namic range. Thus, ALIMA uses three detectors with different sensitivities that are op-203

timised for the near, mid and far region. A mechanical chopper blocks the intense backscat-204

tered light originating within 4 km above the aircraft in order to prevent overloading of205

the detectors. The mid and far detectors are gated relative to the opening of the chop-206

per to avoid saturation.207

Following Hauchecorne and Chanin (1980) the lidar profile from each detector is208

converted to a temperature profile by hydrostatic downward integration in steps of 100m.209

This requires a top of profile temperature, which is taken from SABER satellite data.210

The top of profile temperature of the lower profiles is taken from the above profile. The211

three profiles are then merged into a single profile covering the whole altitude range (Kaifler212

& Kaifler, 2021). At the top of the profile, the error can be large, but since pressure in-213

creases exponentially downwards, the error similarly decreases exponentially downwards.214

The error decreases from 6.5K above 70 km to 2.9K between 60–70 km to 0.9K below215

60 km (Rapp et al., 2021). Temperature data used in this manuscript had a 1min res-216

olution, which roughly equates to ≈15 km resolution along the flight direction.217
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To obtain a curtain of GW perturbation, a 30min running mean temperature is218

subtracted. Removing the background temperature reveals a complex GW structure ex-219

hibiting GWs of different scales and different propagation directions. Wavelet analysis220

was used to further analyse this complex interference pattern. Wavelet analysis has been221

applied to lidar data before to separate GWs of different orientations (Kaifler et al., 2017).222

Assuming non-stationarity on the straight flight legs a 2-D Morlet continuous wavelet223

transform (e.g. Torrence and Compo (1998)) was computed according to Chen and Chu224

(2017), using a Morlet oscillation parameter (k factor) of 2/π. We found a discretisation225

starting at a spatial scale of 40 km while using 20 spatial and 30 angular scales sufficient226

in order to separate different slants of GW phase fronts. By making the assumption that227

the GWs propagate against the ERA5 reanalysis wind we determine upward and down-228

ward propagating GWs.229

The 2-D Morlet continuous wavelet transform is much better equipped than the230

fast Fourier transform to deal with non-harmonic waves, but there are still some inher-231

ent problems visible in the derived amplitudes. An amplitude signal of an upward prop-232

agating non-harmonic GW will leak to the downward propagating GW, lowering the ‘real’233

temperature amplitude of the upward propagating GW. For this reason, all temperature234

amplitudes were determined using temperature perturbation components before appli-235

cation of the continuous wavelet transform.236

2.2 Model and Reanalysis Data237

2.2.1 Mountain Wave Model238

The mountain wave model is a tool to estimate mountain wave activity. Mountain239

wave activity is estimated by a three step process: ridge identification, GW character-240

istics determination, and GROGRAT raytracing. The model itself follows the original241

approach of Bacmeister et al. (1994), but differs in a key aspect of the ridge detection242

method. Briefly described, the mountain wave model reduces a given set of topography243

(ETOPO1 1Arc-Minute Global Relief Model (Amante & Eakins, 2009)) to a set of pos-244

sible ridges by applying a Gaussian bandpass filter to single out the scales of interest and245

performing a probabilistic Hough transformation. This provides a lines representing pos-246

sible corresponding positions, lengths and orientations of mountain ridges. Afterwards247

the mountain wave parameters are estimated by fitting idealised (Gaussian shaped) ridges248

to the bandpass filtered topography for each of these lines. From this a horizontal wave-249

length as well as displacement amplitude is estimated. The horizontal wavelength is de-250

termined by multiplying the ridge width by a fixed factor. The displacement amplitude251

reflects the height of the barrier. By passing these GW characteristics to the GROGRAT252

raytracer, the model can predict the time development of the mountain waves. For in-253

formation regarding the background data for input into GROGRAT, see Sect. 2.2.3.254

2.2.2 WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) Model Data255

A high-resolution WRF model (version 4.2) is used to fill the data gaps when val-256

idating the raytracing and ALIMA results (Sect. 3). Boundary input conditions were sup-257

plied every 6 hours at a 0.25 × 0.25° resolution from the Global Data Assimilation Sys-258

tem (GDAS) from the National Centres for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). The WRF259

model was nested twice to produce a 9 km and ultimately a 3 km horizontal grid point260

distance. Vertical resolution was 0.5 km. The data extends from the surface to 42 km with261

a 10 km sponge. Only data below the sponge layer (32 km) are used in this work. The262

model spin-up time was 1 day — only data after spin-up time was used.263

To separate GWs from the background fields a 2-D Fast Fourier Transform was used.264

The spectrum was cut at a horizontal wavelength of 400 km, retaining all longer wave-265

lengths in the background. The GW perturbation field formed the residual after the back-266
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ground field was subtracted from the actual field. Experiments with a 600 km cut-off pro-267

duced similar GW perturbations.268

2.2.3 Reanalysis Data269

This article uses ERA5 (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts270

Reanalysis 5th Generation; (Hersbach et al., 2020)) data on a 0.3° × 0.3° × 200m grid271

on geopotential altitudes. Only data for the synoptic discussion are on a pressure grid.272

To remove the GW component from the background flow a zonal Fast Fourier Transform273

was used with a cut-off at zonal wavenumber 12 (Strube et al., 2020), corresponding to274

1900 km. This was followed by a Savitzky-Golay filter (Savitzky & Golay, 1964) in the275

y- and z-direction. In the meridional (y) direction a third-order polynomial with a 50276

point (15°) smoothing was applied. In the remaining direction (z) a fourth-order poly-277

nomial was applied with a 15 point (3 km) smoothing. The result after smoothing pro-278

duces the background conditions. Subtracting the smooth background conditions from279

the original field produces the GW perturbation component. The smooth background280

fields were visually studied to ensure no GWs signals were left in the field. The smooth281

background is used as input into the GROGRAT raytracer. The unfiltered horizontal282

divergence field is used to show the GW field.283

2.3 GROGRAT – Gravity-wave Regional Or Global Ray Tracer284

GROGRAT traces the propagation of a GW forward or backward in time. GRO-285

GRAT uses the dispersion relation (Marks & Eckermann, 1995; Eckermann & Marks,286

1997):287

ω2 =
(k2 + l2)N2 + f2

(
m2 + 1

4H2

)
k2 + l2 +m2 + 1

4H2

(1)

and the raytracing equations:288

dk

dt
= −k

∂u

∂x
− l

∂v

∂x
− 1

2ω∆

[
∂N

∂x

2

(k2 + l2)− ∂α

∂x

2

(ω2 − f2)

]
(2)

dl

dt
= −k

∂u

∂y
− l

∂v

∂y
− 1

2ω∆

[
∂N

∂y

2

(k2 + l2)− ∂α

∂y

2

(ω2 − f2)

]
− f

ω∆

∂f

∂y
(m2 + α2), (3)

where ω is intrinsic frequency, N is Brünt-Väisälä frequency, f is Coriolis frequency, H289

is scale height, k, l,m are wavenumbers in x, y, z - direction, u is zonal wind, v is merid-290

ional wind, ∆ = (k2 + l2 +m2 +α2), α = 1
2Hρ

, and Hρ is density scale height. GRO-291

GRAT use these equations and ωgb, k, l (where gb indicates ground-based) and location292

as input to calculate the propagation path of the GW in space and time. Wave action293

density,294

A ≡ Ē

ω
, (4)

is conserved along the ray path. Thereby Ē, the total energy transported by the waves,295

is defined as296

Ē =
1

2
ρ

(
T̂

T

)2 ( g

N

)2 ω2

ω2 − f2
, (5)

where ρ is density, g is the gravity constant, T̂ is temperature amplitude and T is tem-297

perature. In addition, wave amplitude growth is limited by saturation amplitudes cal-298

culated using the scheme of Fritts and Rastogi (1985), while turbulent and radiative damp-299

ing are considered according to Pitteway and Hines (1963) and Zhu (1993).300
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GROGRAT uses the smoothed ERA5 background wind, temperature, and pres-301

sure (Sect. 2.2.3) that varies in time as input into the raytracing equations. This means302

that the background conditions influencing the wave vector vary with every time step303

of ray integration. This forms the 4-D propagation setup, meaning the wave can prop-304

agate in time, latitude, longitude, and altitude direction. The propagation physics is com-305

plete as far as WKB (Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin approximation (Marks & Eckermann,306

1995; Hertzog et al., 2001)) allows and comprises in particular horizontal propagation307

and refraction (similar to the setup used in Krisch et al. (2017, 2020); Geldenhuys et al.308

(2021); Strube et al. (2021)). In this paper alternative 3-D and 1-D propagation setups309

are used to compare to the 4-D propagation results. The 3-D propagation setup assumes310

the background constant with time and uses a single snapshot to propagate the GWs.311

The 1-D setup represent conditions when horizontal propagation and refraction are both312

disabled by setting the horizontal phase speed, dk
dt and dl

dt (Eqs. 2 and 3) to 0. This is313

analogous to a 1-D parameterisation scheme employed in a general circulation model.314

3 Synoptic Overview and Refraction Observation315

3.1 Synoptic Situation316

The research flight took off on 11 September 2019 at 23:00 UTC and landed on 12317

September shortly before 07:00 UTC. All dates provided in this article pertain to the318

year 2019 (unless explicitly stated otherwise) and all times are in UTC. The observations319

discussed in this article were performed between 03:30 and 06:30 when the racetrack2320

was flown. Observations used in this article are from the long parallel legs of the race-321

track (grey lines in Fig. 1). The southern leg was flown first from east-to-west followed322

by the northern leg from west-to-east. We choose 03:00 on 12 September to be repre-323

sentative for the synoptic situation of the racetrack. At 500 hPa a Rossby wave is ob-324

served over the Drake Passage (Fig. 1).325

The cold front (Fig. 1) passed over Rio Grande ≈5 h before flight take-off. The cold326

front is situated in a well developed Rossby wave at 500 hPa. Behind the cold front cold327

stable air is advected onshore by a ridging high pressure system. This creates south-south-328

westerly flow over the southern most tip of Patagonia, veering to south-west (at 50°S),329

west-south-west (at 45°S) and west (at 40°S) in a northwards direction along the Andes330

mountain range. The stable conditions with wind flow nearly perpendicular (within 30°)331

across the mountains (ICAO, 2005; Geldenhuys et al., 2019) creates prime conditions for332

a whole spectrum of different orientation GWs entering the observation regime. The nar-333

row mountains on the tip of Patagonia are expected to form shorter horizontal wavelengths.334

The broad Andes ridge to the north is expected to excite long horizontal wavelengths335

with possible shorter waves coming from the side ridges leading up to the main ridge (Van der336

Mescht & Geldenhuys, 2019). All of these GWs is expected to superimpose and create337

a rather complex interference pattern.338

Polar stratospheric clouds formed presumably in the GWs coming from the broad339

main ridge. The clouds were observed in the racetrack at 23 km altitude by ALIMA (Dörnbrack340

et al., 2020). Enhanced backscatter from the clouds means that ALIMA temperature mea-341

surements can only be used above this altitude or need to be interpolated through the342

cloud layer. The polar stratospheric clouds extended unusually far north. This was at-343

tributed to a displaced stratospheric polar vortex.344

The most significant event in the atmospheric region under consideration was a sud-345

den stratospheric warming (Shen et al., 2020). This minor sudden stratospheric warm-346

ing was a displacement event (Fig. 2) forced by a bottom-up mechanism: an anomalously347

strong wavenumber 1 activity propagating upwards from the troposphere. The strong348

2 A flight pattern consisting of two legs parallel to one another.
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Figure 1. Synoptic situation in the mid-troposphere at 500 hPa on 12 September at 03:00

as indicated by ERA5. Black lines show geopotential height lines. Wind barbs only show wind

where the total wind speed exceed 20ms−1. A short barb indicate 5ms−1, a long barb 10ms−1

and a triangle 50ms−1. Note the Rossby wave with the cold front (blue line) directly downstream

of Patagonia. The blue cross indicates the take-off location (Rio Grande) and the red lines over

the southern tip of South America show the parallel racetrack legs used in the GLORIA and

ALIMA retrievals.
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Figure 2. Stratospheric synoptic situation at 10 hPa (a) and 1 hPa (b) on 12 September at

03:00 as indicated by ERA5. Black lines and wind barbs are similar to Fig. 1. Note the displaced

polar vortex with its centre located at 70°S 60°W at 10 hPa and 65°S 75°W at 1 hPa.

wavenumber 1 activity was in turn forced by anomalously strong convection over the Pa-349

cific Ocean. The sudden stratospheric warming caused a rapidly weakening polar vor-350

tex with temperatures increasing rapidly from above to below. Both the weakening in351

the wind and the strong change in temperature is unfavourable for GW propagation and352

cause GW dissipation or the trapping of GWs. Both of these act as a lid to restrict the353

GW activity moving upwards.354

The slow down in the 10 hPa zonal average winds appeared in the first few days355

of September3. By 11th September, the slow down had merely started and still allowed356

GW propagation to vortex altitudes. This is confirmed by the strong westerly winds shown357

in ERA5 data on Figure 2. The location of the polar vortex creates a large amount of358

wind speed shear and directional shear. The shear is expected to form prime conditions359

for refraction.360

3.2 GW Observations: Tropospheric and Lower Stratospheric361

The viewing geometry of GLORIA allows tropospheric and lower stratospheric ob-362

servations. The southern leg of the racetrack (Fig. 1) was used in the GLORIA retrieval363

and was flown from east to west at 13.5 km.364

3.2.1 GLORIA Observations: 3-D365

The 3-D GLORIA temperature field is obtained from a 3-D tomographic retrieval.366

The retrieval reveals short horizontal wavelength GWs in the lee of the south western367

most tip of Patagonia. The horizontal cut in Figure 3 shows two distinct GW orienta-368

3 Using data from MERRA-2 (Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications —

Gelaro et al. (2017)). MERRA-2 data are used as it assimilates MLS (Microwave Limb Sounder) satellite

data, which makes it a more trustworthy dataset in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere (Ern et

al., 2021).
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tions. The first is aligned west-east and the second from north-west-to-south-east. Tak-369

ing the GLORIA viewing geometry into consideration we theoretically have less trust370

in the west-east orientated feature. The viewing angles of GLORIA are aligned across371

the west-east orientated phase fronts.372

If the line of sight spans across a positive and a negative region, the signal will be373

an averaged value of the warm and cold regions. The amount that each feature contribute374

depends on the density. The densest part will have the most molecules, radiating the most375

energy. This means the warm and the cold phase fronts average out to have a weak sig-376

nal, i.e. no retrievable GW. Considering this, we are tempted to classify these structures377

parallel to the flight path (the westernmost indicated warm front on Fig. 3) as artefacts,378

however, in the mountain wave model (Sect. 2.2.1) and the high-resolution WRF model379

(Sect. 2.2.2 and 3.2.3) this structure also exists. This adds trust to the retrieval process380

(and the complex physics and mathematics behind it), when the result is better than what381

simplified physics dictate it should be.382

The second GW orientation is aligned north-west-to-south-east. Horizontal cuts383

at different altitudes similar to Figure 3 and a vertical cut perpendicular through the384

GW phase fronts reveal a horizontal wavelength of 116 km, vertical wavelength of 4.4 km,385

amplitude of ≈3K and an orientation of 230°. Krisch et al. (2018) found that limited-386

angle tomography (method used to produce the 3-D retrieval while flying on straight legs)387

enhances the uncertainty/error of the phase front orientation. Considering that orien-388

tation is important in a refraction study, we complement the orientation results with the389

1-D retrieval.390

3.2.2 GLORIA Observations: 1-D391

A 1-D GLORIA retrieval consists of a retrieved temperature signal for a single line-392

of-sight. A 1-D retrieval converts single radiance profiles into temperature profiles by as-393

suming a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere. The 1-D data is combined along the394

aircraft direction of flight to create a 2-D dataset. The first dimension represents time395

and the second altitude. The retrieved result of each detector row average is represented396

by its tangent point along the line of sight. Each GLORIA viewing angle observes the397

GW phase front differently (Fig. 4). Where the line of sight aligns along the GW phase398

front a greater signal is obtained, as opposed to looking across the phase fronts at an an-399

gle. Looking across a succession of GW phase fronts dampens the wave amplitude in the400

observed radiance (Preusse et al., 2002). For a specific altitude the maximum temper-401

ature amplitude is reached when the line of sight and phase fronts are aligned. The view-402

ing angle of the most pronounced signal is then used for the wave orientation with an403

error of half a scanning step (4°) as error estimate.404

At 8 km altitude the maximum amplitude in Fig. 4 is observed for an angle of 65°.405

The maximum at 10 km occurs at 57° and at 12 km at 49°. Taking into account the air-406

craft heading of 268° and subtracting 90° to convert from phase-front orientation to wavevec-407

tor, we obtain a ground-based orientation of 243° for the 65° viewing angle. Satellite data408

from GOES (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite — not shown) chan-409

nel 8 to 10 indicate a GW orientation of ≈240° between ≈615 hPa (≈4 km) and 340 hPa410

(≈8 km), consistent with the lowest GLORIA altitude. Accounting for the fact that am-411

plitudes are maximum at different altitudes for different GLORIA viewing angles, we can412

conclude that at higher altitudes (Fig. 4) the orientation turns anticlockwise to 235° at413

10 km and <227° at 12 km (GLORIA has no viewing angles lower than 49°, which means414

the orientation can be lower than 227°). Assuming one wave packet with a fixed orien-415

tation at launch, the refraction between 8–12 km is at least 16°.416
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Figure 3. Temperature perturbation component at 10 km altitude of the GLORIA tomo-

graphic field. The retrieval was computed using data only from the southern leg (thick black

line). Using both the northern and southern leg in a combined tomographic retrieval created

artefacts due to non-symmetrical tangent point distribution. A retrieval using only the northern

leg produced a GW field similar to the southern leg. Black solid lines indicate the Patagonia

coastline and the straight white solid lines point to different phase fronts. The region encircled by

the thin black line indicates our tangent point region for this altitude, which is our region of trust

(Sect. 2.1.1). The dashed black lines indicate the maximum and minimum GLORIA line of sight

angle discussed in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. Temperature perturbations (in K) from GLORIA 1-D observations for 4 of the

11 azimuth angles (49°, 57°, 65°, and 73°). The angles are between the observation direction

and HALO aircraft heading. Note how the maxima of the warm phase front at fixed altitudes

depend on the viewing angle (marked by thick black line). Flight altitude was at 13.5 km, the

thick grey lines indicate dynamic tropopause at -2 and -4 potential vorticity units and the thin

dashed grey lines show potential temperature — both extracted from ECMWF analysis data.

The dots indicate the suggested thermal tropopause as determined from the retrieval, however,

the gravity wave signature will influence this. Data is valid for the southern leg of the racetrack

and longitude values represent tangent point longitude.
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Figure 5. GROGRAT backtrace using GLORIA observations as input overlaid on horizontal

wind divergence from ERA5. The raytracing starts on 12 September at 03:00 at 10 km and traces

back ≈5 h. Both panels a and b are valid for 23:00, 4 h before observation. Panel a shows a hor-

izontal cross-section with the ray as a dashed line and ERA5 divergence at 3.8 km. The yellow

transparent region surrounding the end of the ray shows the spread of the ensemble members.

The thin black line represents the coastline and the X the start of the ray. Panel b shows the

vertical cross-section as interpolated along the ray (black line). The location of the GW packet

for this respective time is indicated by the cross of the blue and green line. The blue line on the

left (right) plot shows the horizontal (vertical) wavelength from the backtrace. The green line

shows the phase orientation.

3.2.3 Raytracing and WRF comparison417

In this section GROGRAT is checked for consistency to ALIMA and WRF before418

subsequent experiments are conducted (Sec. 4.2). GROGRAT requires the ground-based419

frequency as well as the wavelength in the x- and y (zonal and meridional) directions as420

input. The ground-based frequency is obtained via the dispersion relation (Eq. 1) from421

the observations (Sect. 3.2.1) and ERA5 background winds. To account for the measure-422

ment error the input values are perturbed by 10% to form an ensemble raytrace. Trac-423

ing the ensemble backwards in time produces a spread of rays surrounding the south coast424

of Patagonia (Fig. 5 — the yellow region includes all but one ensemble member (the per-425

turbation associated with a shorter vertical wavelength propagated to 58.5°S 75.5°W and426

was neglected in the spread)). All ensemble members end in close vicinity in the hor-427

izontal and vertical to the coastal mountains (Fig. 5). This is a key indicator that the428

complex mountains on the south coast of Patagonia are the source of the GWs. GLO-429

RIA observed the GWs ≈5 h after formation. The GROGRAT suggested horizontal wave-430

length, vertical wavelength and phase orientation agrees well with the ERA5 data. The431

consistency builds trust in the features seen in observations, GROGRAT and ERA5.432

The forward raytrace of the GW observed by GLORIA is compared to ALIMA for433

further verification. The ray remains below the ALIMA observational range and reaches434

ALIMA observational altitudes south of the racetrack (Fig. 6). The ray takes ≈3 h to435

propagate from the observation altitude to 27 km. Time wise this makes the raytrace di-436

rectly comparable to the WRF data on 12 September 06:00. The ALIMA southern leg437

was flown east to west between 03:30 and 05:20 and hence 40min to 2.5 h before the time438

the WRF model is evaluated. The comparison relies on the assumptions that the GW439

structure (phase and amplitude) does not alter in this time frame.440

The reconstructed GROGRAT GW in Figure 6 compares well to the WRF and AL-441

IMA data. It is noted that the eastern most part of the leg has the biggest time differ-442
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Figure 6. The forward raytrace (magenta line) of the GLORIA observed GW overlaid with

WRF and ALIMA data. All data are valid for 27 km altitude. The background data is WRF

data while the red and blue line with the white border represents ALIMA data on the south-

ern flight track after the upward propagating waves were selected with a wavelet transform

(Sect. 2.1.2). The red and blue contour lines show warm and cold phases of the reconstructed

GROGRAT GW respectively. The reconstructed GWs and WRF data are both valid for 12

September 06:00. To guide the eye, the black-dashed lines create a link between GROGRAT

reconstruction and the ALIMA track, which shows that the phase fronts of the GW match well.

The plot is exclusively used to match the GW structure and validate GROGRAT versus AL-

IMA. Note that the temperature (in K) scale are different for WRF and ALIMA — the wavelet

transform would cause the ALIMA temperature amplitude to be lower than the actual amplitude

(Sect. 2.1.2).

ence between the ALIMA observation and the GROGRAT GW, hence we could expect443

differences. Between 62° and 68°W the WRF model and ALIMA compares remarkably444

well. The WRF data fills the gaps between ALIMA measurements and the reconstructed445

GROGRAT GW; making it a useful dataset. Using the ALIMA data by itself becomes446

complicated as there are many short horizontal wavelength GWs (e.g. between 62° and447

68°W), which is difficult to interpret using only the two ALIMA curtains. The WRF model448

simulates the shorter horizontal wavelength GWs well, which makes it easier to inter-449

pret the ALIMA data.450

3.3 GW Observations: Mid- and Upper Stratosphere451

ALIMA provides high resolution 2-D observations above HALO. Normally, a 2-D452

dataset does not allow the determination of the full 3-D GW vector. Thus, on the one453

hand a curtain observation does have a slight disadvantage as opposed to a 3-D dataset.454

But on the other hand, with creative experiment design (flight planning) this is easily455

overcome. To infer also direction information, the racetrack was planned with two par-456

allel flight tracks spaced less than one expected wavelength of the major GW structure.457

In the following discussion we use data from 04:15 to 06:05, this implies assuming a sta-458

tionary environment for ≈2 h in the combined analysis. We initially assume the GW struc-459

ture is stationary and test this with every GW packet we observe. The temperature per-460

turbation field shown in Fig. 7a and b were determined by subtracting a 30min running461

mean and applying a wavelet transform as specified in Section 2.1.2. Three GW fam-462
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ilies are identified in the ALIMA curtains on Figure 7a and b. The southern leg (Fig. 7a)463

shows two long horizontal wavelength GWs. A first wavepacket (family 1) has a top at464

≈40 km and starts 32 km — with a weak signature extending down to 27 km (the GWs465

on Fig. 6). Compared to family 1, the phase fronts of the higher wavepacket (family 3)466

have a steeper slant, show a shorter horizontal wavelength and a smaller GW amplitude.467

The ‘dead zone’ (weak amplitudes and an incoherent structure) between these packets468

and the differences in the GW properties indicate that these are two distinct GWs. Hor-469

izontal cuts through the ALIMA data (similar to Fig. 9) show a well defined GW pat-470

tern that disappears around 40 km. This is further evidence of two GWs rather than struc-471

tures of the same GW packet.472

The northern leg (Fig. 7b) exhibits three dominant GW packets. The first GW packet473

exhibits strong similarities to family 1 (in the southern leg) in the left plot and is cat-474

egorised as the same GW packet. Above family 1 (in the ‘dead zone’ of the southern leg475

in Fig. 7a) another GW packet is identified (family 2). A study by Kaifler et al. (2022)476

found a similar change as Fig. 7b in vertical wavelength above and below 40 km. Their477

study used a flight leg also from SouthTRAC flight 8, which extended from north-west478

to south-east across the main Andes ridge. The GW packet between 40 km and 50 km479

on Fig. 7b has no similarities to family 1 or 3 and is hardly discernible in the southern480

leg (mainly at flight distances < 700 km). This suggests that the GW packet does only481

weakly extend to the southern leg. With only one leg we cannot determine a 3-D wavevec-482

tor for family 2. A separation between family 2 and the upper GW packet is around 50 km.483

The upper GW packet is clearly defined between 51 km to 60 km. This GW packet closely484

resembles family 3 in the southern leg (left) and is categorised accordingly. The pres-485

ence of three different families hints towards three different origins.486

A first attempt is made at determining the source origins with the simple moun-487

tain wave model (Sect. 2.2.1). Figure 7c and d represent the reconstructed temperature488

fluctuations from the mountain wave model sampled along both legs. Considering the489

simplifications inherent in the model only a qualitative agreement is expected. The re-490

sults compare well to ALIMA observations (Figure 7a and b) of family 1. The horizon-491

tal wavelength is visibly shorter in the mountain wave model. One possible explanation492

for this is that the mountain wave model only uses the width of the ridge to determine493

the horizontal wavelength and does not take the low-level blocking width into account494

as suggested by Geldenhuys (2022). An interference GW structure exists (Fig. 7d) in the495

layer containing family 2 and only vaguely similar to the ALIMA observations. At first496

a structure similar to family 3 is observed in Figure 7c and d. However, closer inspec-497

tion reveals a longer vertical wavelength (7.5 km in ALIMA data and up to 11.3 km in498

the mountain wave model) and a slower ground-based phase speed (13ms−1 for the AL-499

IMA GW and ≈2ms−1 for the mountain wave model GW). Other minor differences in-500

clude the separation occurring at 43 km and 53 km compared to 40 km and 50 km in the501

observations (Fig. 7). However, the strong change in phase slant and horizontal wave-502

length (Fig. 7) above and below the separation compare well between model and obser-503

vations (Fig. 7). The mountain wave model is a linear model and the critical layer at ≈38 km504

(see the GW momentum deposit discussion in Section 4.2) implies non-linearity for all505

GWs above this layer; and provides a possible reason for the mismatch above this layer.506

Topography is the only GW source in the model indicating that family 1 stems from507

the Andes. Figure 8 shows the family 1 GW propagating westwards and southwards in508

a horizontal cut. The mountain waves propagate a significant distance from the moun-509

tains demonstrating that source attribution due to co-location is not a good approach.510

The GW propagating into the Drake Passage is also a possible explanation for the miss-511

ing GW drag at 60°S. Further analysis into the model showed family 1 originates from512

the main Andes ridge at 49°S and the incoherent GWs between 40 to 50 km (Fig. 7c and513

d) originate from ridges north of 49°S.514
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ALIMA

Model

ALIMA
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Figure 7. ALIMA temperature perturbations (in K) of the southern (a) and northern (b) leg.

This is compared to the temperature perturbation from the mountain wave model of the same

legs (c – southern leg and d – northern leg). Plots c and d are valid for 05:00. The x-axis is dis-

tance from the start of the respective flight leg. The eastern part of the southern leg is not shown

here in order to have the same distance scale as the northern leg. Plots a and b show westward

tilted GW phase fronts only (i.e. upward and westward propagating GWs, see Sect. 2.1.2). Note

the three distinctly different wave packets, here named family 1, 2, and 3. Plots c and d do not

see the same GWs for family 2 and 3 (see text for details). The solid and dashed lines indicate

the method of determining phase orientation on horizontal plots, see text for details.
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Figure 8. A horizontal cut at 34 km through temperature perturbation (in K) from family 1

as represented by the mountain wave model. Note how far the mountain waves propagate west-

wards and southwards into the Drake Passage. From this it is clear that GWs from topographic

origin do propagate southwards into the Drake passage.
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3.3.1 ALIMA: GW Family 1515

Family 1 is clearly distinguished between 32 km to 40 km on both legs (Fig. 7a and516

b). From a single curtain we can obtain a vertical wavelength, but not an accurate hor-517

izontal wavelength and no orientation. Combining the vertical curtain with the horizon-518

tal cuts (e.g. Fig. 9) forms a 3-D picture where these can be determined. Phase fronts519

were approximated linearly in the vertical cut by drawing lines along the phase fronts520

(e.g. between 32 km and 38 km to identify the GWs — solid black line in Fig. 7a). Where521

the fitted line crossed a respective altitude the longitude was noted (dashed line Fig. 7a)522

and marked on the corresponding leg in the horizontal plot (Fig. 9). The phase orien-523

tation was obtained by connecting these longitudes, forming the phase fronts in Figures 9524

and 10. By using this method we have a more complete picture. The racetrack flight pat-525

tern hence allows the determination of an accurate horizontal wavelength and orienta-526

tion from ALIMA data exclusively.527

Figure 9 is dominated by a long horizontal wavelength GW. For illustration one528

cold and warm phase front of the GW packet is drawn in. The blue and red phase fronts529

of both legs show a wavevector that points to the south-west (250° — measured on the530

drawn phase fronts). The horizontal wavelength is determined to be 473 km. Using AL-531

IMA data that did not undergo the wavelet transform the amplitude is determined as532

15K. Horizontal cuts at multiple altitudes (seconded by the vertical cuts) show a ver-533

tical wavelength of 7.7 km. The ground-based phase speed is calculated using the dis-534

persion relation (Eq. 1) and reveal a nearly stationary GW, which is common for moun-535

tain waves. This means that we can safely assume the GW remained stationary in time536

and space in the horizontal over the two legs for family 1.537

Geldenhuys et al. (2021) state that whenever possible two or more pieces of evi-538

dence are required to diagnose a source. The first piece of evidence is the mountain wave539

model showing approximately the same GW as in the observations, implying its a moun-540

tain wave. To confirm this the 3-D wavevector of family 1 was backtraced with GRO-541

GRAT to the Andes. The ray traced from 36 km to directly above the Andes main ridge542

at ≈52°S. Combining the results from the mountain wave model and GROGRAT we have543

confidence the source of family 1 is indeed the Andes main ridge.544

3.3.2 ALIMA: GW Family 3545

Family 3 exists between 51 km and 60 km on Figure 7a and b. Figure 10 shows a546

clear westward slant of phase fronts with altitude between 53 km and 55.5 km. Figures 7547

and 10 indicate a GW with a vertical wavelength of 7.5 km. Raw temperature residual548

data (before applying the 2-D Morlet continuous wavelet transform) show an amplitude549

of 7K. The dashed phase fronts suggest an initial orientation of 282° and a horizontal550

wavelength of 291 km.551

The dashed phase fronts on Figure 10 form a curious Y-shape pattern with phase552

lines from the three fronts meeting around 58°S. The most likely explanation is that the553

GW is not stationary and the phase propagation is to the east. This would stretch the554

wavelength on the northern leg and shorten it on the southern leg similar to a Doppler555

shift effect between phase velocity and aircraft movement. The GW has a non-zero ground-556

based phase speed. To correct for the non-stationarity we follow an iterative approach557

of determining the wavelength and phase speed, correcting for the phase speed and de-558

termining a new wavelength. We explain this for 53 km as an example on Fig. 10 top.559

Combining the fact that this is an upward propagating GW (see Sect. 2.1.2) and the west-560

ward phase slant with height (Figs. 7a, b, and 10) as well as the wind direction we know561

the GW wave vector points in an approximate westwards direction. To calculate the ground-562

based phase speed in the x-direction we need zonal wavenumber k (-1.87e-5m−1 is the563

average between the two legs), meridional zonal number l (0m−1), vertical wavenum-564

ber m (8.3e-4m−1), stability (N2 =2.276e-4 s−2), scale height (7683m), and zonal wind565
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Figure 9. Temperature perturbation (in K) component showing the upward propagating GW

as observed by ALIMA at 36 km. In an attempt to mask out short wavelength GWs, a colour

scale is chosen where the temperature amplitude saturates at 2.5K. Combining the northern and

the southern legs and focusing on the long horizontal wavelength GWs, we can now form a 3-D

picture. The drawn in phase fronts were determined with the help of vertical cuts. For the first

time ALIMA data are used exclusively to determine GW phase orientation. From west to east we

see two full wavelengths starting with a cold phase front.
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Figure 10. ALIMA temperature residuals (in K) showing upward propagating GWs at 53 km

and 55.5 km. The background ERA5 zonal and meridional winds are shown in wind barbs. The

barbs are similar to Fig. 1. Note the winds have a decreasing trend from northwest to southeast

and with increasing altitude. The zonal wind speed is also generally weaker than the meridional

wind speed. The dashed lines represent the phase fronts as determined from the vertical cut

(Sect 3.3.1). The dashed phase fronts are then corrected (solid lines connecting the two race-

tracks) to compensate for GW propagation (See Eq. 6 and corresponding text). The green X’s on

the top plot are used to predict the refraction in Sect. 4.
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(v =30ms−1) obtained from ALIMA observations and ERA5. The calculated intrinsic566

phase speed in the x-direction is -16.96ms−1. The zonal wind speed is stronger than the567

intrinsic phase speed and the GW packet drifts eastwards at 13ms−1 (and 13.1ms−1 at568

55.5 km). This means that when observing the warm phase front in the southern leg, the569

same phase front was located further westward than what it was observed in the north-570

ern leg in Figure 10. The phase correction is calculated by:571

correction = (reference time− observed time) · ground-based phase speed (6)

with a reference time of 05:30. The solid lines between the flight tracks show the cor-572

rected phase lines. This correction reduces the Y-shape of the phase fronts and provides573

a more natural looking GW packet.574

The new cold phase fronts (solid blue lines) suggest orientations of 262.8° at 53 km575

and 270.4° at 55.5 km. Raytracing this new and more accurate 3-D wavevector in GRO-576

GRAT shows the origin of this GW lies upwind of the Andes (Fig. 11); another indica-577

tion of a non-orographic source (the non-stationary GW phase speed being the first). Some578

weak evidence of a jet generated GW exist, however, conclusive evidence is missing. A579

peak in WKB values from 0.1 to 0.45 exist at 24 km — a value of 0.45 is not considered580

a WKB violation but its worth noting the peak. No increased values of the cross-stream581

Lagrangian Rossby number was found in the region. However, an increase in the cross-582

stream ageostrophic wind was detected at 24.4 km (refer to (Zülicke & Peters, 2006; Gelden-583

huys et al., 2021) for the calculation of these parameters). On Figure 11b the ERA5 data584

confirms the upwind GW. The GW signal is weak near the WKB peak. Also, between585

-2000 to -2200 km and directly above the ray path a weak fishbone (or V-shaped) struc-586

ture is identified. That makes three weak signals that indicates a jet generated GW. Us-587

ing a rotary analysis technique, de la Torre et al. (2022) found predominantly downwards588

propagating GWs upwind of the Andes below 25 km — this would be in agreement with589

an out of balance jet at ≈24 km. This provides a curious case where a GW propagated590

for ≈1500 km just to be observed over a mountain. This highlights the fact that a source591

can not simply be determined by pure co-location as already mentioned in Krisch et al.592

(2020); Geldenhuys et al. (2021); Strube et al. (2021).593

Evidence also exists for a mountain wave present in this region (Fig. 7c and d). The594

mountain wave and the non-orographic GW have very different characteristics suggest-595

ing that this is not the same GW packet. This altitude layer is a sensitive region with596

high gradients where the outcome depends highly on the details of the model atmospheric597

background and the details of the model. There is also evidence that in this region dif-598

ferent sources coalesce. Given that above 40 km the reliability of model data is known599

to decrease (see Sakazaki et al. (2018); Ern et al. (2021)), we have insufficient informa-600

tion to disentangle this completely.601

4 Refraction: Causality and Consequence602

4.1 How do GWs refract?603

This section will briefly explain how the GWs refract using the case of family 3.604

This section does not intend to provide an exact solution of refraction, but rather to de-605

scribe its general behaviour. Horizontal wavelength and wave direction (which depends606

on the wavelength in the x- and y-direction) of a GW change in the presence of a hor-607

izontal wind gradient (e.g. Ehard et al., 2017). This is described by Equations 2 and 3608

from Lighthill (1978) (also in Marks and Eckermann (1995)). In the presence of strong609

horizontal wind gradients the first two terms in Equations 2 and 3 are the dominant ones.610

We therefore neglect the smaller terms to obtain:611

dk

dt
= −k

∂u

∂x
− l

∂v

∂x
(7)
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Figure 11. Divergence of ERA5 horizontal winds along the GROGRAT raytrace started at

55.5 km. Both plots are valid for 11 September at 14:00. Panel a shows the horizontal cut at

24.4 km. Panel b shows a vertical cut along the raypath. The dash dot lines show the different

phase slants and guide the eye to the weak V-shape pattern (see text for details). The black, blue

and green line is similar to Fig. 5.

dl

dt
= −k

∂u

∂y
− l

∂v

∂y
(8)

Family 3 experiences a significant amount of shear on the edge of the polar vor-612

tex and serves as a good example to understand refraction from both theory and obser-613

vation. Refraction is evident in the solid phase lines between 53 km and 55.5 km on Fig-614

ure 10. The wind barbs on the plot represent ERA5 background zonal and meridional615

winds without the GW perturbation. The centre of the displaced and elongated vortex616

is located to the south (Fig. 2) and results in a decreasing wind speed from north-west617

to south-east (Fig. 10). This horizontal shear creates favourable conditions for refrac-618

tion. Using the winds as input into Equations 7 and 8 we can predict the refraction in619

time.620

The wind gradient is determined in the x- and y-direction between the green X’s621

on Figure 10. The gradients in the x-direction are negative (Table 1) while being pos-622

itive in the y-direction. Under normal non-displaced vortex conditions one would expect623

no gradient in the x-direction and a positive gradient in the y-direction. By placing these624

gradients together with the wavenumber k (calculated from new solid phase lines -1.93e-625

5m−1) and l (-2.44e-6m−1) into Equations 7 and 8 we can approximate the derivative626

dk/dt and dl/dt as ∆k/∆t and ∆l/∆t (documented in Tab. 2). Under the assumption that627

we see the same GW packet, ∆t can be estimated from the time it takes the GW to prop-628

agate from 53 km to 55.5 km; which is 1 hr4. According to the resultant ∆k and ∆l, the629

total horizontal GW wavelength from 53 km to 55.5 km will reduce from 323 km to 303 km.630

The predicted change in angle of orientation is from 262.8° at 53 km to 269.1° at 55.5 km.631

This compares remarkably well with the 270.4° we observe on Fig. 10 and the related632

discussion in Sec. 3.3.2. The GW is expected to refract by another 5° from 55.5 km to633

60 km. After the phase correction applied in the previous section (see Fig. 10), the AL-634

IMA observations can serve as an example for refraction.635

From this section it is evident that refraction greatly depends on the wavelength636

and the wind gradient. The wind shear experienced during this flight was anomalously637

strong for this time of the year. This was caused by the displaced vortex and sudden strato-638

spheric warming (Sect. 3.1), which created a situation better than most to study refrac-639

tion.640

4 The vertical phase speed varies between 0.5ms−1 (1.8 kmh−1) to 0.75ms−1 (2.7 kmh−1) for this GW.

For convenience we assume it at 2.5 kmh−1.
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Table 1. Parameters for input into Equations 7 and 8 determined from Figure 10. The dis-

tances in ∂x and ∂y are 535.1 km and 889.6 km respectively.

Altitude ∂u in x ∂v in x ∂u in y ∂v in y

53 km -10ms−1 -10ms−1 25ms−1 15ms−1

55.5 km -5ms−1 -5ms−1 25ms−1 5ms−1

Table 2. Calculated values to predict the new orientation using Equations 7 and 8 with values

stated in Table 1. Wavenumbers k and l are -1.93e-5m−1 and -2.44e-6m−1 at 53 km.

Altitude ∆k
∆t

∆l
∆t ∆k ∆l Predicted Orientation

53 km -4.06e-7m−1s−1 5.84e-7m−1s−1 -1.46e-6m−1 2.1e-6m−1 269.1°
55.5 km -2.03e-7m−1s−1 5.56e-7m−1s−1 -7.31e-7m−1 2.0e-6m−1 274.4°

4.2 What is the impact of the refracting GWs?641

In this section we discuss how refraction impacts the atmosphere through taking642

up additional GWMF and by modifying the propagation path of the GW. Five GRO-643

GRAT experiments are conducted to illustrate this. All five experiments use the GW644

characteristics at the source of the GLORIA observed GW (obtained by backtracing —645

Sect. 3.2.3). The forward raytracing experiment starts directly above the source at 4 km.646

The first experiment (ray #0) is the control experiment and is used to compare to647

different scenarios. Ray #0 represents the most up to date physics and should be the648

closest to reality. This entails the use of 4-D propagation setup and a high-resolution back-649

ground as described in Section 2.3. The GW represented by ray #0 in Figure 12 rapidly650

propagates into the stratosphere in a south-eastward direction. Ray #1 uses the same651

setup but with an enhanced wind gradient in a stronger background flow. The enhanced652

gradient was obtained by multiplying the background wind with a factor of 1.5. Ray #2653

represent the 1-D column parameterisation scheme employed by models. This ray can654

only propagate in the vertical and can not undergo refraction. Ray #3 is used to repro-655

duce the experiment of Hasha et al. (2008). Hasha et al. (2008) used 3-D raytracing with656

low-resolution model background data. Input of GW characteristics were determined by657

a model parameterisation scheme. They found that there is no noteworthy reason to in-658

clude refraction and horizontal propagation of mid-frequency GWs into models.659

Richard Feynman said that proper experiment design requires you to first repro-660

duce the results from previous work before you can build on that (Leighton & Feynman,661

1985). With this in mind the experiment of Hasha et al. (2008) was reproduced as closely662

as possible, but keeping it comparable to the results in this study. To keep the results663

comparable, the same (as ray #0 to #2) background conditions and ray initial condi-664

tions were used (which is a mid-frequency GW). Only the GROGRAT setup was changed665

to represent the 2008 experiment. Ray #3 on Figure 12 was raytraced with the 3-D prop-666

agation setup (Sect. 2.3) in a coarse resolution background. Analogous to the Hasha et667

al. (2008) experiment the background consisted of a vertical (horizontal) resolution of668

1.3 km (2.5°). The resulting forward raytrace of ray #3 follows the same horizontal tra-669

jectory as ray #0 at first but diverges towards the end of the ray. Ray #3 remains in670

the troposphere and at a much lower latitude than ray #0 (which ends at 75°S). Com-671

pared to the control ray (ray #0), the relative error in ray #3 is 10° of latitude and 35 km672

in altitude. The incorrect location of GWMF deposition by ray #3 will result in a note-673

worthy difference compared to ray #0. More importantly, the results from Hasha et al.674

(2008) are not reproduced as the GWMF deposit takes place at a significantly lower lat-675
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Figure 12. GROGRAT experiments during forward tracing of the GLORIA observed GW.

Ray #0 shows raytracing using the ’normal’ setup with 4-D propagation in a high-resolution

background. Ray #1 uses the same 4-D propagation setup but uses a background u and v wind,

which was multiplied by a factor of 1.5. Ray #2 is not depicted here as it will only show as a dot

above the starting location. Ray #3 attempts to reproduce the results of (Hasha et al., 2008) and

uses a coarse resolution background and only 3-D propagation setup. Ray #4 use the exact same

settings as ray #3 but use background conditions of the ‘normal’ year 2018.
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itude. With the anomalously different wind regime of 2019, we can not come to the same676

conclusion as Hasha et al. (2008).677

In another attempt to reproduce the results of Hasha et al. (2008) we used back-678

ground conditions of a ‘normal’ year. In a new experiment, represented by ray #4 on679

Figure 12, we use the exact same propagation setup and resolution but using the non-680

stratospheric-warming year of 2018 as background input into GROGRAT. On 4 Septem-681

ber 2018 at 06:00 a similar (to 11 September 2019) tropospheric synoptic system existed682

where a cold front brushed over the southern Andes with a ridging high pressure sys-683

tem behind that. We assume that this synoptic system will result in similar GWs to the684

GLORIA observed GWs. Raytracing the GW in the 2018 conditions we find after 25 h685

of propagation the ray (again) remains in the troposphere, but only deviates by 2° of686

latitude from its source latitude. The small difference in latitude reflects a similar re-687

sult to the conclusion of Hasha et al. (2008). Ignoring the incorrect altitude of the ray,688

we can say that the GW will produce drag at roughly the correct latitude. This exper-689

iment correctly reproduces the result of Hasha et al. (2008); horizontal propagation and690

refraction can be ignored without serious repercussions. However, in different circum-691

stances (like this case of 2019 with a weak and displaced vortex) this does not apply. The692

two experiments used to reproduce Hasha et al. (2008) confirms the finding of Durran693

(2009) who stated that the impact of refraction on GWMF is case dependent. Chen et694

al. (2005) and Durran (2009) found in their idealised numerical study that the GWMF695

is enhanced in regions of divergence and reduced in regions of convergence.696

Ray #2 was restricted to vertical propagation and is not identifiable on Figure 12697

(as it is only a dot at the starting location below ray #3). Ray #2 attained a maximum698

altitude of 42 km (similar to our normal conditions represented by ray #0). The drag699

deposited from ray #2 will be at the correct altitude, but the incorrect latitude; a ma-700

jor shortcoming (similar to ray #3).701

Ray #1 uses background conditions with a stronger wind and an increased wind702

gradient. By multiplying the background wind with a factor of 1.5 we obtain a total wind703

speed more representative to normal (compared to the year 2020) stratospheric polar vor-704

tex wind speeds. The multiplication also results in a larger wind gradient. It is known705

that GWs prefer stronger winds to propagate in (if the wind is not too strong to create706

a propagation lid). Thus, it is no surprise to see ray #1 reach the highest altitude at 57 km.707

Ray #1 propagates further south and reaches polar vortex altitudes sooner compared708

to ray #0. The stronger wind with increased gradient creates an even more perfect set-709

ting (compared to ray #0) for GW propagation and refraction.710

The GWMF of the 4 rays are compared in Figure 13. Ray #1 dominates the graph711

and clearly the stronger wind results in a higher GWMF. GROGRAT takes k, l and ground-712

based frequency as input and calculates the vertical wavelength from intrinsic phase speed.713

The intrinsic phase speed is affected by the higher background wind speed, which results714

in a larger vertical wavelength. This results in an artificial higher GWMF value at the715

start of the ray. Ray #0, #1 and #2 agree somewhat with regards to the altitude where716

most of the drag is deposited. Ray #3 compares the worst as the ray never reaches the717

stratosphere. The comparison of the GWMF makes it clear that not only the deposition718

location differs (as described in the first part of this subsection), but also the amount719

of GWMF. Most of the community (and in fact all GW parameterisations) only consider720

GWMF decreasing with altitude. Ray #2 and #3 follow this assumption, but ray #0721

and #1 do not. To investigate this increase in GWMF we consider only ray #0 in Fig-722

ure 14.723

The GWMF of ray #0 in Figure 14 show a clear increase between 4 km and 30 km.724

A strong decrease of horizontal wavelength corresponds with these altitudes. In Section 3725

we established that refraction is directly linked to the wavelength of the GW (and in turn726

the wavelength is linked to the wind gradient). Figure 14 confirms the link between GWMF727
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GWMF (kg/m/s  )
-1

Figure 13. The GWMF along rays #0 to #3. Note the increase in the GWMF along ray #0

and #1, as opposed to ray #2 and #3, which only decrease with altitude.

Figure 14. The GWMF and horizontal wavelength along ray #0. Note the maximum change

in horizontal wavelength corresponds to the GWMF increase between 4 km and 30 km. An in-

crease of 25.7% is observed.
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and horizontal wavelength and therefore suggest a link to refraction. To understand this728

we look at the GWMF equation for a single wave (absolute momentum flux Equation729

1 from Ern et al. (2015)):730

GWMF =
1

2
ρ0

λz

λh

( g

N

)2( T̂

T

)2

(9)

where λz is vertical wavelength and λh is horizontal wavelength. The GWMF equa-731

tion depends on the horizontal wavelength in the denominator. This means that if the732

horizontal wavelength decreases (Fig. 14 right) the GWMF increases (Fig. 14 left). Sim-733

ilarly, in an idealised numerical study Chen et al. (2005) found that the GW wavelength734

decrease if it propagates through wind divergent regions, increasing the GWMF of the735

GW. This finding remained valid looking at a single wave and at the total GW packet.736

The change in wavelength (hence refraction) makes a significant contribution to737

the total GWMF of the GW packet. The GWMF along ray #0 increase by as much as738

25.7% (scaled by the amount at forcing altitude). Accordingly, ray #0 can deposit a 1/4739

more momentum and have a stronger effect on the background flow. The GWMF of ray #1740

increases by 30% along the ray. This shows that a stronger wind with a larger wind gra-741

dient will increase the amount of missing drag in the model. In a numerical study (on742

the same date), (Alexander et al., 2022) found a general increase in average GWMF with743

altitude calculated zonally in the rectangle defined by 45°S 63°W and 60°S 77°W. Sim-744

ilar to Figure 14, they found a general increase with a peak in the GWMF at ≈30km.745

This can be an indication that all the GWs in this region refract similarly with an in-746

crease in GWMF.747

It is possible that the increase in GWMF averages out in time with all the other748

cases where GWMF decreases as a result of refraction (Durran, 2009). This can mean749

that this process does not have a meaningful impact over a longer time scale, however,750

this still needs to be confirmed. Even if the GWMF does average out over a time period,751

it can still have an impact on local dynamics. Literature state that short but sustained752

bursts of GW activity can have marked impact on dynamics — for example Samtleben753

et al. (2020) found it can help to generate a sudden stratospheric warming. This would754

mean a few days with an increased amount of GWMF can have an important impact.755

The five experiments (four rays plus the repeated Hasha-experiment) discussed in756

this section bring the importance of refraction (and horizontal propagation) forward. Not757

only do these processes affect where the GWMF is deposited, they also affect the amount758

of GWMF deposition.759

5 Summary760

This article provides the first detailed and compelling analysis of gravity wave (GW)761

refraction using high-resolution observations during a sudden stratospheric warming. The762

reader is to keep in mind that the sudden stratospheric warming resulted in winds that763

are not representative of the normal this time of year. This article builds on previous764

studies like Ehard et al. (2017) by providing high-resolution observations of the process765

of refraction, explaining this with the equations available in literature and by showing766

through raytracing experiments the impacts of refraction on GWMF (GW momentum767

flux). Observations were obtained on 12 September 2019 during the SouthTRAC cam-768

paign with the airborne GLORIA infrared limb imager and the ALIMA Rayleigh lidar.769

GLORIA observes the GWs below and ALIMA above flight altitude. The GLORIA re-770

trieval used the CO2 lines (936.8 – 938.6, 939.2 – 941.0 and 942.2 – 944 cm−1) to cre-771

ate a 1-D retrieval and a 3-D dataset. The observed GW characteristics combined with772

the GROGRAT (Gravity-wave Regional Or Global Ray Tracer) raytracer reveal the source773
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of the GW observed by GLORIA is the mountains on the south coast of Patagonia. Trac-774

ing the GWs forward produce an excellent match between the GROGRAT reconstructed775

GWs, high-resolution WRF (3 km in the horizontal and 0.5 km in the vertical — Weather776

Research and Forecasting model) data and the ALIMA observed GWs. This acts as di-777

rect and high-resolution verification of GROGRAT versus observation and model. GLO-778

RIA 1-D data shows refraction of 16° between 8 km and 12 km. The GLORIA 1-D ori-779

entation at 8 km is also validated with satellite data, which shows an orientation of ≈240°780

between ≈4 km and ≈8 km.781

ALIMA curtains reveal three distinctly different GW families (Fig. 7a and b). The782

curtain retrievals of ALIMA form a 2-D dataset, but through creative flight planning (flight783

track/experimental design) a 3-D dataset is obtained. By flying a racetrack (containing784

two parallel legs) the data from both legs are combined. For the first time this allowed785

an accurate horizontal wavelength and orientation observation from lidar measurements786

— allowing a high-resolution refraction study. However, this is only valid if the GW re-787

mains stationary across the two legs. The dispersion relation combined with the 3-D wavevec-788

tor show that family 1 is stationary in the horizontal and family 3 is drifting downstream789

(eastwards) with time. The second GW family is observed in one curtain only and thus790

no 3-D wavevector can be determined. To determine an accurate orientation of family 3791

the phase fronts are corrected for horizontal propagation (Fig. 10). The newly available792

3-D wavevector of two of the three wave families are used in GROGRAT to raytrace the793

GWs. Family 1 traces backwards to the main Andes ridge at 52°S. Family 3 traces back-794

wards upstream of South America and has a non-orographic source. A mountain wave795

model indeed reproduced family 1 of the three GW families and two GW critical lay-796

ers (Fig. 7c and d). The model proved to be a great tool to pin point the location of to-797

pographical sources. The model only considers mountain waves and thus proposes the798

source of family 1 is orography. The mountain wave model also illustrated that moun-799

tain waves can propagate a substantial distance from their source and into the Drake pas-800

sage. This highlights the fact that mountain waves contribute to the 60°S problem.801

Family 3 and ERA5 background winds provide the opportunity to explain refrac-802

tion in detail (Fig. 10). Refraction simply put is the wavelength in x- and y-direction803

changing. Through the use of Eqs. 7 and 8 it is shown that refraction depends on a change804

in wavelength, while the change in wavelength depends on the wind gradient. As an il-805

lustration, refraction is correctly predicted from 261° at 53 km to 270° at 55.5 km. The806

prediction is solely made by using the above mentioned equations, observed wavelengths,807

background winds and the calculated vertical propagation speed (to account for time).808

It is shown that refraction heavily relies on a background wind gradient.809

Refraction makes an important contribution to the amount and the distribution810

of GWMF. A GW packet propagates roughly along its phase lines, which makes the ori-811

entation very important to horizontal propagation. Five GROGRAT experiments are812

used to illustrate the importance of refraction. The experiments use forward raytracing813

from directly above the source of the GLORIA observed GW. Figure 12 shows the im-814

pact on the location of GWMF deposition based on including or excluding refraction and815

horizontal propagation. The first experiment (also the control experiment — ray #0)816

represents the most up to date physics and highest resolution background. Ray #1 shows817

that a stronger wind with a stronger wind gradient allows the ray to reach higher alti-818

tudes, propagate further south and refract more. Ray #2 represents the current 1-D pa-819

rameterisation schemes employed by models. This ray can only propagate in the verti-820

cal with no refraction. This ray reproduces GWMF deposition at the correct altitude821

but with the source latitude being incorrect with an error of 20°. Ray #3 is an attempt822

at reproducing the results of Hasha et al. (2008) who stated that refraction and horizon-823

tal propagation can be neglected in models.824

Similar to Hasha et al. (2008) ray #3 uses a low resolution and only 3-D propa-825

gation setup (the background atmosphere remains constant with time). The results from826
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this ray show that 4-D propagation and a high-resolution background is important when827

raytracing (Fig. 12). Ray #3 propagates in a south-eastward direction and remains in828

the troposphere (very different from ray #2). The deposition latitude in ray #3 is vastly829

different from the source latitude. This shows that using the anomalously different sud-830

den stratospheric warming background winds we can not come to the same conclusion831

as Hasha et al. (2008). In another attempt to reproduce their experiment the same ray #3832

is raytraced in the background winds of 4 September 2018 (forming ray #4). This date833

represents a ‘normal’ year with tropospheric conditions similar to the flight date of 12834

September 2019. The ray in the 2018 background remains in the troposphere and only835

deviates by 2° of latitude. We conclude that we can successfully reproduce the result of836

Hasha et al. (2008) and that their conclusion holds in this instance under strong polar837

vortex conditions. Weak vortex conditions (when the vortex is usually stretched or dis-838

placed) produce strong wind shear, which allows for more refraction and further merid-839

ional propagation. This confirms the finding by Durran (2009) who stated the effect of840

refraction on the GWMF differs from case to case. A shortcoming of this study is that841

it only uses two (if you count the 2018 raytrace) case studies, ideally this needs to be842

checked over a longer timeframe and is part of an ongoing study.843

The real impact of refraction is revealed by the GWMF along the rays. Figures 13844

and 14 show an increase in GWMF along the ray path. The information along ray #0845

show that the strongest increase in GWMF coincides with the strongest decrease in hor-846

izontal wavelength. The GWMF equation (Eq. 9) confirms a link with the horizontal wave-847

length in the denominator. Ray #0 (#1) reveal a 25.7% (30%) increase in the GWMF848

along the ray. This is a significant increase and implicates that some non-resolved GWs849

in the model have a quarter too little GWMF during weak vortex conditions. This can850

make a sizeable contribution to the missing drag identified by McLandress et al. (2012)851

and Garcia et al. (2017). McLandress et al. (2012) state that “modelers should give se-852

rious thought” to account for meridional propagation of GWs in parameterisation schemes.853

This article shows that it is empirical that model parameterisation schemes should not854

only include horizontal propagation, but also refraction physics to improve representa-855

tion of atmospheric dynamics.856
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